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In January 2015 I graduated from the bachelor Technology, Policy and Man-
agement. Although I majored in this field, I always have wanted to focus 
more on  my creative skills. I really enjoy creating new products and services. 
To me, design is finding an opportunity to create value for a group of users, a 
point of contact between business, culture and technology. 

My enthousiasm for creating products and services started at a young age. 
For example making self-designed bird houses to sell to friends and family. 
When I was fifteen I dove into the world of internet. It was a great playground 
to create new businesses. I built several websites for clients, but what really 
drives me is to work on the strategic side of design. 

The purpose of this portfolio is to show you my interest in creating new ex-
periences for people. First you will see how I expressed my creativity in my 
bachelor project, secondly you will read about my internship at a design driv-
en company, Artefact Product Group, and thirdly you will see another appli-
cation I built. Last there is an overview of my creative development over the 
years. 

INTRODUCTION
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I want to continue developing new products. For me, Strategic 
Product Design is a path towards better understanding of 
consumer behavior.
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HIKISU
Bachelor Project 2014 -2015

In my Bachelor thesis I analyzed group decision 
support software. A topic related to Technical Pol-
icy and Management but with a strong focus on 
products. I noticed several flaws in current systems  
and created my own system ‘Hikisu‘ beside the 
project. It is my goal to simplify complex discus-
sions by making an intiutive interface and clear 
algorithms to make a discussion understandable 
for everyone.

www.hikisu.com

Related to: Research and Design | Interaction & 
Electronics 
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Improve collaborative decision making with 
Hikisu

THINK COLLECT

REFINE DECIDE EVALUATE

PROBLEM
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RESEARCH  

The goal of this reseach was to identify preferred 
features of users to increase participation in on-
line discussion systems. The conclusion based 
on a conjoint analysis: users rather choose 
non-anonymous than anonymous interactions in 
the system. 

On the right page you see the current product 
Hikisu, the result of iterative improvements over 
the past year. Testing this prototype from the 
beginning was a crucial part of the design pro-
cess. A new beta test is now running with users 
from municipalities, consultants and engineering 
companies. 

September 2014 - Present

Discussion | 15 participants

Brainstorm | 15 participants
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Simple
Live

Ideas direct digital

24/7 accessible

SEAMLESS BRAINSTORMING
Augment knowledge by simplifying adding ideas and perspectives
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Internship at 10,000ft

Deploying Hikisu resulted in many new contacts. This gave me 
the opportunity to fly to Microsoft’s hometown, Seattle WA. My 
four months internship at 10,000ft (Artefact Product Group) was 
a great educational experience. In this period I learned how use-
ful and how much fun design thinking is. 

Related to: Business, Culture & Technology | Strategic Product 
Innovation

March 2015 - July 2015
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MARKET RESEARCH
At the internship my main task was to find new market opportunities. 
I analyzed how 10,000ft attracts new customers and keeps them 
satisfied. Based on surveys and data analysis my research continued 
targeting the management consulting market. In group brainstorm 
sessions we created customer value models. These activities led to 
personas, new insights and better understanding of the management 
consultancy customers in sales & marketing activities.

My role: lead research, host brainstorm sessions.
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FRONT-END DESIGN
Next to my research I helped improve the marketing website. I proposed 
multiple concepts and the realized projects are illustrated on the right. The 
first project was creating a system to make scheduling sales calls faster. It 
was time-consuming for the sales team to schedule calls with clients by 
mail. In the sales & marketing team we designed this new page. Customers 
now can go to the link and select a time slot. It has proven to save time 
and it generates more information about customers before calling. 

The second project was creating a better online user experience on the 
support page. One of the key criteria was to augment search activity, to 
generate more data. This page was built in cooperation with the support 
team. 
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INUKSUK
January 2014 - Present

When studying in Tokyo I noticed how time consuming blog-
ging is. I created a free platform for sharing adventures fast 
and easy, by using automated geo-log and focus on sharing 
media. This is a personal project, it is my goal to create a 
better user experience in travel blogging.

www.inuksuk.world

Related to: Interaction and Electronics
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Create Stories On-The-Go

Geo Mapping
Offline editing

Your personal travel guide
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Competitors 

Passion for extreme sports made me won-
der how I could simplify following extreme 
sport athletes around the world. 

An interactive world map to follow adven-
turers by location, videos and pictures.

INSPIRATION IDEATION PROTOTYPE 1

DESIGN PROCESS
World of Adrenaline was the first prototype. 
This Wordpress website was good for 
sharing news articles. In cooperation with 
RedBull we published their latest items. 

After Prototype 1 I changed the market 
scope. Prototype 2 focuses on a different 
group of users: young active travellers in-
stead of professional athletes.  This target 
group is not served well enough by the 
following competitors.
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Problem: Too time consuming to create 
content and no revenue. 
Solution: make travellers willing to create 
their own content.

Focus on value: log and share travel 
moments in an easy and beautiful way

DESIGN
Made in custom software, it is easier to 
add content, track route and share story. 
Currently new users are testing Inuksuk.
world. 

PROTOTYPE 2EVALUATION
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SKETCHES
2004 - 2014

Throughout high school I enjoyed drawing and my 
elective course ‘fine arts’ helped me do this. 
In this chapter you will find some examples of my 
creative personal work and school projects.  
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DESK
Starting high school it was time 
to renew my room. I really en-
joyed designing different furni-
ture. My desk had to be large  
and in an ‘L’ shape, to have 
enough space for my desktop 
and paper work. 

Related to: PO1
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CABINET
The goal of this project was 
to improve the functions of 
the tv-cabinet I already had. 
I needed more storage room 
and it had to be in line with 
my other elements in the 
room. 
The requirements were: have 
the same height as my desk,  
have enough space to place 
a Senseo machine and space 
for an integrated plant. 

Related to: PO1

+ +
Reuse Recylce Integrate
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ABOUT  ME Education

Delft University of Technology
Bachelor’s Degree in Technology, Policy and Management 
September 2011 - January 2015

Tokyo Insititute of Technology
Minor IT Organization Management
September 2013 - February 2014

Jesper Riche Voorendt

Email:  hallo@jespervoorendt.nl

Phone:  +316 1924 1111

Address:  E. du Perronlaan 258
  Delft, 2624 NB
  The Netherlands
 

Proficiency
Digital

InDesign
CakePHP
Javascript
MeteorJS
HTML
CSS
MySQL
Microsoft Office
Google Analytics

Physical

Market Research
System Analysis
Information Architecture
Bicycle Repair
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Experience Interests / Hobbies

Marketing coordinator Hello Tommorow NL
2015 - Present

Crew Bungy Jump Holland 
2012 - Present

Intern Marketing Coordinator at 10,000ft
March 2015 - July 2015 
USA, Seattle, WA

Content Manager Delft University of Technology
September 2014 - March 2015

Shop assistant Bicycle repairment BikeXtra
2009 - 2012

Shop assistant Oomssport skate store
2008 - 2011

Ice Speed Skating
Rowing
Triathlon
Cycling
Social and Sports Psychology 

Career Aspirations
Innovation Manager
Product Manager
Strategic Designer
Marketing Manager 
Strategic Consultant
Entrepeneur
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